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1: What option of the InfoSphere Warehouse Administration Console's SQL Warehousing menu is used to immediately execute a deployed application?
A. Processes -> Run Processes
B. Processes -> Manage Processes
C. Processes -> Manage Process Schedules
D. Warehouse Applications -> Manage Applications
Correct Answers: A

2: A customer is using Design Studio for the first time. What is the first step the customer should take for building the data warehouse?
A. Use Design Studio to create a new database
B. Use Design Studio to create a new OLAP Project
C. Use Design Studio to create a new data warehouse project
D. Use the InfoSphere Warehouse application of the Integrated Solutions Console to create a new data warehouse project
Correct Answers: C

3: What is the output of the Optimization Advisor?
A. SQL scripts of MQT definitions which must be executed to take effect
B. SQL scripts of Index and MQT definitions which must be executed to take effect
C. SQL scripts of Index and MQT definitions which are executed as part of the Optimization Advisor execution
D. SQL scripts of MQT definitions which are executed as part of the Optimization Advisor execution
Correct Answers: B

4: Which of the following is not an IBM Industry Model?
A. Banking
B. Insurance
C. Law Enforcement
D. Retail
Correct Answers: C

5: Which component of InfoSphere Warehouse 9.5 is included in the Enterprise Edition but not in the other Editions?
A. Cubing Services
B. Deep Compression
C. Data Partitioning Feature
D. Design Studio
Correct Answers: B

6: What steps are necessary to define the hierarchy for an OLAP physical model after creating the
levels in the Cube Model?
A. In the Cube Model, select the desired dimension and select Add hierarchy and enter a name.
B. In the Cube Model, select the desired dimension and select Add hierarchy and enter a name then on the Levels tab, add the levels.
C. In the Shared Dimensions folder, select Hierarchies and Add hierarchy and enter a name.
D. In the Shared Dimensions folder, select Hierarchies and Add hierarchy and enter a name then on the Levels tab, add the levels.
Correct Answers: D

7: Which of the following does not describe the IBM InfoSphere Balanced Warehouse?
A. Transparent modular architecture
B. Integrated InfoSphere Warehouse
C. Provides logical data modeling solution
D. Precision balanced for optimal performance
Correct Answers: C

8: Which InfoSphere Warehouse configuration would be best for small departmental Warehousing customers?
A. C1000
B. C3000
C. C4000
D. None of the above
Correct Answers: A

9: Which is not a target audience for an InfoSphere Warehouse opportunity?
A. New SAP implementation
B. Existing DB2 9 customers
C. Small and mid-sized businesses looking for their first Data Warehouse
D. Companies looking for a complete reporting solution that helps to create, manage, and deliver reports
Correct Answers: A

10: What are the steps required to add a Calculated Measure to all OLAP Objects?
A. Add the new measure to the Fact Table in the database
B. Add the new measure to the Fact Table in the data model
C. Add the new measure to the cube and then add it to the cube model
D. Add the new measure to the cube model and then add it to the cube
Correct Answers: D

11: A data flow is being created which will have a value for an SQL WHERE condition specified at execution time. What type of object is used to pass the value?
A. A DB2 variable within the SQL statement
B. A blank within the SQL statement
C. A Table variable within the SQL statement
D. A String variable within the SQL statement

**Correct Answers: D**

12: What steps are needed to create a parallel set of table load operations from already created data flows?
A. Open a data flow and move a parallel process to a blank space in the flow; then drag the desired data flow operators into the parallel operator.
B. Open a control flow and move a parallel process to a blank space in the flow; then drag the desired data flow operators into the parallel operator.
C. Open a control flow and place all of the data flows on the canvas; connect the 'success' port of the proceeding step to all of the data flows.
D. Put each data flow in a separate control flow and schedule them to execute in parallel.

**Correct Answers: B**

13: The Workload Management component of InfoSphere Warehouse 9.5 provides:
A. control of individual database activities.
B. control of concurrency of database activities.
C. fine grained, lightweight monitoring of database activities.
D. All of the above

**Correct Answers: D**

14: Which trend is not causing data warehousing market expansion?
A. Growth of data volumes
B. Shrinking of turnaround time
C. Growth in complexity of questions
D. Faster OLTP response time

**Correct Answers: D**

15: What must be done to enable a control flow for execution?
A. Using Design Studio actions, mark it as executable
B. Use Design Studio to create an executable file
C. Select the control flow and convert it to a Data Flow
D. Use Design Studio to create a Data Warehouse Application

**Correct Answers: D**